We classify the finite-dimensional algebras over an algebraically closed field whose bounded derived category does not admit an infinite continuous family of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable complexes. ᮊ
INTRODUCTION
In representation theory, an important role is played by the bounded b Ž w x. derived categories D D k Q of finite-dimensional quiver-algebras over an w x b Ž w x. algebraically closed field H1 . If Q is Dynkin, D D k Q has only finitely many indecomposables up to shift and isomorphism. If Q is extended Dynkin, there are infinite ''continuous'' families of non-isomorphic inde-
Outside the class of algebras having the same derived category as a quiver-algebra, some kind of intermediate behaviour is possible. For examw x 2 ple, if k ⑀ , ⑀ s 0, is the algebra of dual numbers, representatives of b Ž w x. the indecomposables of D D k ⑀ are the complexes иии ª 0 ª ⑀ ⑀ w x w x k ⑀ ª иии ª k ⑀ ª 0 ª иии and иии ª 0 ª k ª 0 ª иии ; even up to shift, there are infinitely many of them, but they do not form ''continuous'' families.
In the present paper, we prove that the only algebras showing the same Ž behaviour are certain gentle algebras. To complete the picture and for the . benefit of the proof of our result , we also look at categories of perfect complexes and repetitive algebras.
DERIVED CATEGORIES AND REPETITIVE SPECTROIDS
We fix an algebraically closed base field k and replace finite-dimenw x sional algebras by locally bounded spectroids GR, 8.3 , which will be denoted by A, B, . . . .
b Ž .
We denote by D D A the derived category of bounded complexes of Ž . w x mod A, the category of finite-dimensional left A-modules V, H1 . With
as the corresponding long exact cohomology sequence shows.
does not depend solely on Dim X. We have, however, the sharp estimate
where S is the simple supported by the object a g A. Indeed, the
Ž .
F i
give rise to triangles
and X can be viewed as an iterated extension of the finitely many 
Since A is self-injective, the stable category mod A associated with mod A is equipped with the structure of a triangulated category; its shift is Heller's suspension functor, and the triangles are induced by thê short exact sequences of mod A. There is a fully faithful exact functor E: Ž . a At every vertex of Q at most two arrows stop and at most two arrows start.
Ž .
b I is generated by paths of length two.
Ž . c For every arrow ␤ there is at most one arrow ␣ with ␤␣ not in I and at most one arrow ␥ with ␥␤ not in I.
d For every arrow ␤ there is at most one arrow ␣ Ј with ␤␣ Ј in I and at most one arrow ␥ Ј with ␥ Ј␤ in I. Ž . w x b According to Assem and Skowronski AS1 , the derived hereditarý spectroids of type A are precisely the spectroids of the form kQrI, where Ž . Q, I is a finite gentle quiver, Q contains exactly one cycle, the cycle is ''non-oriented,'' and the numbers of ''clockwise'' and of ''counterclockwise'' paths of length two in the cycle that belong to I are equal.
2.3
Ž . Ž . Ž . We first concentrate on the implications iv « i « ii « iii ; for the Ž . Ž . less obvious implication iii « iv , to be proved in Section 4, we need the w x cleaving method of BGRS , which will be recalled in Section 3.
Ž .
Ž . w x w x Ž w x. iv « i . By AS and PS see also S , a connected finite spec- . w x A ¤ kQrI, where Q, I is a special biserial qui¨er SW , i.e.,Ž . Ž . satisfies the conditions a and c of 2.1. In this case, the quotient A of A by its two-sided socle is a string spectroid, and the indecomposableŝŽ . over A that is, the non-projective indecomposables over A are classified w x in terms of strings and bands BR : each string gives rise to one indecomposable, whereas each band gives rise to a k*-family of homogeneous Ž . tubes of indecomposables. Now, if the gentle quiver Q, I satisfies thê Ž . additional conditions in iv , there are no bands for A, but arbitrarily lonĝ Ž w x. strings see Ri . Therefore A is representation-discrete, but not locally representation-finite. n the other hand, if A is derived hereditary of Dynkin type, A is even Ž w x . locally representation-finite see H1, V, and the references given there .Ž .
Ž . i « ii . We observe that in mod A every U g mod A is isomorphiĉ to some U g mod A without non-zero projective summand, and dim U 0 0 
CLEAVING FUNCTORS

3.1
Let f : B ª A be a functor between two spectroids. To avoid infinitedimensional modules and unbounded complexes, we assume B to be finite Ž . and directed s without ''oriented'' cycle in its quiver ; in particular, the global dimension of B is finite. Then f induces an exact functor f#: 
Proof. Every U g mod A admits a minimal projective presentation
. If the dimension vector of U s H P is perf y1 Ž . fixed, that of H P is easily bounded; but then there are only finitely Ž . many possibilities up to isomorphism for P and hence for U. The claim Ž w x . follows by ''Brauer᎐Thrall II'' see GR, 14.8 . Although the lemma is well known, we sketch a proof. If the claim is Ž . wrong, we find two simply connected convex full subspectroids B > C such that up to duality B is a one-point extension of C by a necessarily indecomposable C-module, B is not derived hereditary of Dynkin type, and C is derived equivalent to a hereditary spectroid CЈ of Dynkin type. w x According to Barot and Lenzing BL , B is derived equivalent to some one-point extension BЈ of CЈ by an indecomposable CЈ-module, which can even be chosen to be projective. Proof. By 4.3, A does not admit a Riedtmann contour and is thereforẽ w x standard BGRS, 9 . This means that there is a Galois covering A ª Ã with a non-trivial free group such that A is simply connected, hence the Ž . w filtered union of its simply connected convex finite full subspectroids G, x BrG . Let B be one of them. Since the composition of the inclusioñB ª A and the covering A ª A is cleaving, B is derived hereditary of Dynkin type by 3.3 and 4.2. We claim that B actually is of type A. Since connected convex full subspectroids of derived hereditary spectroids of type A again are of the same type, we can assume that B has G 9 objects. Then B is not of type E. Suppose B is of type D. Then we take anỹ connected convex finite full subspectroid C of A which contains B as well as some disjoint translate of B under the action of the Galois group. By Ž . the classification mentioned in Remark 2.2 a , C cannot be derived hereditary of Dynkin type; we obtain a contradiction and our claim is proved. Wẽ infer that A admits a presentation by a gentle quiver, and so does A. Ž . Let us now fix an identification A s kQrI, where Q, I is a finite gentle quiver. As A is not simply connected, Q contains at least one cycle. w x Ž If it contained two, we could construct as in Ri where Ringel considers . cyclic words a quiver morphism f : R ª Q where R is a ''non-oriented'' cycle, f maps distinct arrows of R with the same tail or the same head to distinct arrows of Q, and the numbers of ''clockwise'' and of ''counterclockwise'' paths of length two in R whose images in Q belong to I are equal. Letting J be the ideal of kR generated by the paths just mentioned, Ž Ž. . kRrJ is derived hereditary of type A Remark 2.2 b . On the other hand, the functor kRrJ ª kQrI induced by f is cleaving, a contradiction in view of 3.3. We conclude that Q contains exactly one cycle. If it is an ''oriented'' Ž one, at least one of its paths of length 2 belongs to I since kQrI is a . spectroid , and the last assertion of the lemma is true. It also holds if the cycle is ''non-oriented,'' since otherwise kQrI itself would be derived hereditary of type A.
